Current formal m0d.h for quantum computntion deal only with unitary gates operating on "pure quantum states". In these models it is dificult or impossible to deal formally with several central issues: measurements in the middle of the computation; decoherence and noise, ,using probabilistic subroutines, and more.
Introduction
In the last few years theoretical computer scientists have started studying "quantum computation". The idea, which originates with Feynman [5] , may be summarized as follows: the behavior of quantum physical systems seems to require exponential time t,o simulate on a (randomized) Turing machine. Hence, possibly, we could use physical computers built by relying on quantum physical laws to get an exponential speedup, for some computational problems, over normal (even randomized) Turing machines. If true, then this contradicts what may be called the modern Church-Turing thesis: "randomized Turing machines can simulat.e, with polynomial slowdown, any computation device".
Deutsch formalized Feynman's idea, and defined computational models of "quantum Turing machines" and "quantum circuits" [4] . These are extensions of the classical models of Turing machines and circuits, that take into account the laws of quantum physics. Deutsch's model, augmented with further work [3, 141, enabled a sequence of results [2, 13, 6 ] culminating with Shor's polynomial quantum algorithm for factoring integers [12] . However, it seems that Deutsch's model is incomplete in some key aspecbs which make working formally within it rather awkward. It seems that there is still a gap between the physical world and the formal definitions, which often leads computer scientisbs to bring physical phenomena into the model through the back door.
Let us recall the basic definitions used in current models for quantum computation: The device operates on n quantum-bits ("qubits"). Each one of the 2" possible Boolean configurations i E {O,l}" of these bits denotes a basic state Ii >. The state of the computation at any point in time is a superposition of basic states &O,lln cili >, where the ci's are comples numbers satisfying xi ]ei]" = 1 (i.
e. ]]c]] = ]]c]]s = 1).
These superpositions are called pure states. Each computational operation is (1) local: i.e. involves only a constant number of qubits (2) unitamJ: i.e. maintains ]]c]] = 1. At the end of the computation a measurement of one qubit is made, which returns a Boolean value "true" with probability Ci,li.,eM ]ci12, where M is a subspacc of C({OJ)") specified by the measurement. The state changes (in a well defined way) according to the outcome of this measurement, and becomes a probability distribution over pure states.
Let us consider the model described above. During the computation, the operations must be unitary, and the state must be a pure state. But at the end of the computation, a non-unitary operation, a measurement, is applied, and the state becomes a probabilisty distribution over pure states, or what is called a mixed state. So we find out that in quantum physics operations might also be non-unitary, and states are not ncssccarily pure states. Restricting the model to unitary gates and pure states seems arbitrary. It is natural to ask: what is the most general model that captures quantum physics ? In this paper we define a quantum circuit which is allowed to be in a general quantum states,i,c. a mixed state, and which is allowed to use any quantum operation as a gate, not necessarily unitary, Our first result is a simple corollary of known results in physics: [7] : Thcorom 1 Tile model of quantum circuits with mixed otatee is polynomially equivalent in computational power to the standard unitary model.
There arc several key issues, which we find inconvenient, difficult, or impossible to deal with inside the standard, unitary model. In the non-unitary model of quantum circuits with mixed states, these problems esscncialy dieappear.
l Moasurements in the middle of computation: it has been often remarked, and implicitly used (e.g. Shor's algorithm), that quantum computations may allow measurements in the middle of the computation. However, the state of the computation after a measurement is a mixed state, which is not allowed in the standard model. This problem no longer exists in our model. l Noiso and Decoherence: Noise and decohercncc are key obstacles in implementing quantum computers devices, Recent results show that theoretically, fault tolerant computation exists [ll, 1, 10, 91 . Still, in the task of realizing quantum computers, it is likely that more theoretical work will be needed in this direction. A key problem in this interface between quantum physics and quantum computation models is the fact that quantum noise, and in particular, decoherence, are non-unitary operations that cause a pure state to become a mixed state. Incorporating quantum noise, which was impossible in the standard unitary model, is naturally done in our model.
The main technical result of this paper is a soulution of one more problem in the unitary model, namely the subroutine problem. A cornerstone of computer science is the notion of using subroutines (or oracles, or reductions): once we are able to perform an operation A within our model, we should be able to use A as a "black box" in further computations. The general and natural function that a quantum computer outputs is a probabilistic function: for an input X, the output is distributed according to a distribution, Dx, which depends on the input. When using such a probabilistic function as a subroutine, the state is affected in a nonunitary manner. Therefore, using subroutines in their full generality was never defined in the unitary model. This is an incompleteness of the current model, because computatble functions can not be used as "black boxes".
The special case of using deterministic subroutines was defined in [2] , and it was shown that using determinstic subroutines does not strengthen the model. As to probabilistic subroutines, these were implicitly used in quantum algorithms,( e.g. Shor's algorithm,) but always on a classical input, for this case can be easily understood. A conceptual difficulty lies in the combination of applying probabilistic subroutines to quantum superpositions. It is not clear what the natural definition should be. Here, we are able to give a natural definition which generalises both the case of deterministic subroutines on superpositions, and the case of probabilistic subroutines on classical inputs. We prove that using general subroutines does not strengthen the model. Let us define FQP to be the set of probabilistic fuctions computed by uniform quantum circuits with polynomial size and depth. Our main result is:
We hope that this new tool will be useful in quantum algorithms.
As to the formalism,'it turns out that the description of the state of the circuit by a probability distribution over pure states is not unique. Physicists use an alternative unique description, namely density matrices, which provides many conceptual and practical advantages. In this paper, we give all definitions and proofs using the density matrix picture. As an example of the benefits of dealing with quantum complesity questions with density matrices, we provide a simple lower bound on the depth of a circuit which computes probabilistic functions. The same lower bound seems difficult to prove when using the standard language of pure states.
A crucial point in a computation model is underst,anding how inaccuracies in the basic computational elements affect. the correct,ness of the computed funcCon. In order to keep bra& of the error in the funcCon computed by a circuit in a mised state, one needs appropriat,e metrics on probabilisBic functions, den&y mat,rices and gates. For probabilistic functions, we use a nat.ural metric,relying on total variation disbances.bs a metric on density matrices, we propose to use bhe irace metric, induced by the trace norm: IlHll = ci I\ I ' h , ; , v ere Xi are the eigenvalues of H. We show bhat it is an appropriat,e metric since it quantifies the measurable distance between two quantum states. We also define a met.ric on quantum gates which has very nice propert.&. An error in a function, a gate, or a density mahrix will be the distance (in the corresponding metrics) from the correct function, gate, or densit.y matris, respectively. Using the above mefrics, we est.ablish the following fact:
Theorem 3 Let Q be a quantum circuit which uses L probabilistic subroutines and gates, each with at most e error. The fur&ion ihat Q computes has at most Q(Le) error.
Organization of Paper In section 2 we provide the physical background, in a mathematical language. In section 3 we define our model. Section 4 provides the basic theorems regarding the model, and includes an example of complesity bound using density matrices. Section 5 discusses the metrics and errors.
Some Useful Physics Background
The model of Quantum computers is based on the rules of quantum mechanics. A good reference for basic rules is [S] .
Pure states: A quantum physical system in a pure slate is described by a unit vector in a Hilbert space, i.e a vect'or space with an inner product. In the Dirac not.abion a pure state is denoted by ICY). The physical system which corresponds to a quantum circuit consists of n quant,um two-state particles, and the Hilbert space of such a sysrsbem is 7fa = cZ{~J)" i.e. a 2" dimensional complex vector space. Xt is viewed as a tensor product of n Hilbert spaces of one two-state particle: 7g = '7f2 07-i~ 0.. .07&. The L'th copy of Viz will be referred to as the h'th qubit. We choose a special basis for 'Jf; , which is called the computat,ional basis. It consists of t,he 2" orthogonal states: Ii), 0 < i < 2", where i is in binary representat,ion. Ii) can be seen as a tensor product of st.ates in 7i2:
where each is gets 0 or 1. Such a state, Ii), corresponds to the j'bh part,icle being in the state lij). A pure state ICE) E 7f; is generally a superposiiion of bhe basis states: ICY) = C& cili), with ~~~, Icil" = 1. A vector in 'J-&?, V, = (cl, Q, . . . . cpn), written in the computational basis representation, with xi:, le# = 1, corresponds to the pure state: ICV) = x& crli). vi, the transposed-complex conjugate of vu,, is denoted (o+ The inner product between lo+ and ID) is denoted (~$3) = (v;, up). The matrisv;vp is denoted as Icx)(@[. Mixed state: In general, a quantum system is not in a pure &ate. This may be attributed t,o the fact that we have only partial knowledge about the system, or that the system is not isolated from the rest of the universe, so it does not have a well defined pure state. We say that the system is in a mized state, and assign with the system a probabi1it.y distribution, or mixture of pure states, denoted by {CK} = {pi:, IcQ;)}. This means that the system is with probability pk in the pure state jog). This description is not, unique, as different mistures might represent the same physical system. Ao an alternative description, physicists use the notion of density matrices, which is an equivalent description but has many advantages. A density matris p on 7-1; is an hermitian (i.e. p = pt) semi positive definite matrix of dimension 2" @ 2" with trace 'II(p) = 1. A pure state If$ = C i c, z is represented by the density ma--1') trix plu) = la)(crl, i.e. pla)(i,j) = tic!. (By definition, P(G) = (ilpld). A mixture {a} = {p,, IcxI)), is associated with the density matrix pja} = Cl p,lcr~)(~r[. This association is not one-to-one, but it is onto tha density matrices, because any density matris describes the misture of it's eigenvectors, with the probabilities being the corresponding eigenvalues. Note that diagonal density matrices correspond t,o probability distributions over classical states. Densit.y matrices are linear operators on their Hilbert spaces. The following no& tions will be used: if N is a finite-dimensional Hilbert space then L(N) is the set of all linear operators on N. Also, L(N,M) stands for the set of linear operators N-M.
A density matris of n qubits can be reduced to a subset, A, of m < n qubits. We say that the rest of the system, represented by the Hilbert space 3 = CznSm, is traced out, and denote the new matris by pi,, = TrF p. It is defined as follows: p[~(i,j) = ~~~~mp(ik, jk). Actually, the partial t,race TrF : L(N o 3) -+ L(N) is defined for any pair of finite-dimensional Hilbert spaces N and 3. In words, it means averaging over 3. Any quantum operation which does not 0perat.e on 3 commutes with this tracing out.
Operations on quantum states Transformation5 of density matrices are linear operators on operators (sometimes called superoperators). Any physically allowed superoperator T : L(N) + L(M) sends denaity matrices to density matrices. This is equivalent to say that T is positive and trace-preserving. (A superoperator is called positive if it sends positive semidcllnite Hermitian matrices to positive semi-definite Hermitian matrices). However, this is not enough for a superoperator to be physically allowed. The positivity must remain if we extend the spaces N and M by adding more qubits. That is, the superoperator T @ 1~ must be positive, where 17 is the identity superoperator on an arbitrary finite-dimensional Hilbert space 3. Such T is called a completely posiiivc map. Hence physically allowed quantum oper-2 ationa are linear trace preserving completely positive maps, Clearly, linear operations on mixed states preserve the probabilistic interpretation of the mixture, b~~~flo TV = WC, ~rIw)(wI) = C, arty.
One example for a superoperator is the partial trace map which we defined before, 'I& : L(N @ T) + L(N), Another very important example is a uni2ary
embedding V : N + M. This defines the superoperatar T : p n VpVt. A unitary embedding naturally appears when we add a blank qubit to the system, Vc : I$) I+ IS) 8 IO) : C2" + C2" I. It turns out that any physically allowed superoperator is a combination of these two.
The following lemma provides the link between supcroperators and standard unitary operations. It turns out that any superoperator from n to m qubits is equivalent to the operation of a unitary matrix on 2n + m qubits, lemma 1 (modification of Choi (197O), Hellwig and Ilraus(i976), and Schumacher (1996) [7]): The followin,q condition8 arc equivalent: 
Measurements A quantum system can be measured, or observed. Let us consider a set of positive semi-definite Hermitian operators (P,}, such that Cm pm = 1. The measurement is a process which yields a probabilistic classical output. For a given density matrix p, the output is m with probability Pr(m) = Tr(Pmp).
We will use only projection measurements. Namely, me assume that Pm are orthogonal projections onto mutually orthogonal subspaces S, which span the whole space N = C2", i.e. N = $, Sm. A more particular type of measurement which we will be using a lot is a basic measurement of r qubits. In this case, Pm (with 1 5 i < 2r) are the projection on the subspace Sm, which is the subspace spanned by basic vectors on which the measured qubits have the values corresponding to the string m: S, = span{ Im, j), j = 1 ,-s-9 2n-r}. This process corresponds to measuring the value of r qubits, in the basic basis, where here, for simplicity, me considered measuring the first r qubits.
The classical result of a measurement, m, can be represented by the density matrix Im)(ml in an appropriate Hilbert space M. The state of the quantum system after a projection measurement is also defined; it is equal to Pr(m)-'P,pP,.
(It has the same meaning as a conditional probability distribution). Thus, the projection measurement can be described by a superoperator T which maps quantum states on the space N to quantum states on the space N @ M, the result being diagonal with respect to the second variable:
A superoperator corresponding to a unitary transformation on a space N, Tp = la >I+ Vlc~ >, sends a quan-C CpmPpm> Q (lm)tml) m turn state p = lo)(oI to the state UpUt. Such a superoperator is denoted by CJ e Ut. This is one important of a physically realizable superoperator, and corresponds to the standard unitary operations.
Superoperators can be extended to operate on larger ~pncca by taking tensor product with the identity opcrater: T : L(N) + L(M) will be extended to 3 Quantum
Circuits with Mixed States
We define here a model of quantum circuits, using density matrices. This enables us to apply general nonunitary gates. The circuit is defined to compute probabilistic functions, which are a generalization of Boolean functions compubed by a st'andard quantum circuit. A quantum gate is defined to be the most general quantum operaCon: definition 1 A quantum gate, g, of 07&r (b, I) is a trace preserzring, eompleiely positive, linear map from elsnsity m&rices on k qubits to density matrices on 1 qubits. Its action on the density matrices is denoted as follows: pg op. (The b" sign is used for clarity and could be omitied).
The unit.ary gate, U, of the st'andard model is a special case of a quantum gate. The corresponding superoperat,or is U . Ut. Using our "0" notation, we can denote it. simply by U wibh no danger of confusion. Thus, U o p = UpUt.
A measurement is also a special case of a quantum gate -bhe probabilistic projection onto a set of mutually orthogonal subspaces. Besides changing the state of bhe qubits, it produces a classical probabilistic result. (As shown above, both results can be described by a joint densiby matris, but it is better to take the advant,age of t*he second resuIt being classical).
We now define a quantum circuit: definition 2 Let $7 be a family of quantum gates. A Quantum circuit that uses gates from B is a directed acyclic graph. Each itode v in the graph is labeled by a gate ge, E G of order (kpl,lV). The in-degree and out-degree of v are equal 6, and I,, respectively. An arbitrary subset of the inputs are labeled "blank". An arbitrary subset of the outputs are labeled @result".
Here is a schematic esample of such a circuit. We use "b", 5" for "blank", "result". The reason for this is that two gates that operate on different qubits commute. The proof of lemma 2 easily follows from: lemma 3 Let gl, g2 be two quanium gates operating on cliflerent qubits. Then V p , g1 o g2 o p = ga o g1 o p.
Proof: To estend the gates t,o operat,e on t,he whole set of n qubits, we tensor with the identity. I?OE simplicity, let us assume that g1 operates on the first 121 qubits (the Hilbert space N), and g2 operat,es on some of the rest of the qubits (the Hilbert space M). We only need to show that (gl0 IM) o (1~ 0 92) = g10 g2 and (1,~ 6 $72) 0 (Sl8 IM) = glaga. These are simply particular cases of the identity
where Xl,Yl and X2,Y2 act on arbitrary linear two spaces. (The "0" signs are omitted here).1 Nom we are ready to define the function that the circuit computes. The circuit produces a probability distribution over strings of T bits, which depends on it's input string. The probability distribution is computed out of the final density matris, and is the same probability distribution as one would get over the strings of outcomes, if at the end of the computat(ion we apply a basic measurement of all the "result" qubits. definition 4 Computed function: Let Q be a quantum circuit, with n inputs and r 'result" o&puts.
The probabilistic function thai Q compuies, fg = f:
' is defined as follows: For input i, the probability for ouiput j is fi,j = (A ('2 0 where A is ihe set of the 'S-esult" outputo.
Results
In this section we provide the theorems which prove that the model is equivalent to the st.andard model and that it allows using probabilistic subroutines. We also provide a simple lower bound on the depth of circuits computing probabilistic functions. 
4,2 Using General Subroutines
A (probabilistic) subroutine is a function, f : {O, urn w R{"tl)p, which outputs j with distribution which depends on the input i. A quantum circuit that uses subroutines is a circuit in which a node of fan-in=fan-out=m + p may be associated instead of a quantum gate, a probabilistic function f : (0, l}m w Rf"llIP, Our definition of the way this "subroutine gate", denoted by gj, effects the density matrix is by operating all possible deterministic functions, in the standard way, where each deterministic function is applied with the induced probability from the probabilistic function: 
Note that as discussed in the introduction, this definition generalizes both the case of deterministic subroutines on superpositions, and the case of probabilistic subroutines on classical inputs. The sum contains 2parn summands. It turns out that the same operation on density matrices can be written in a much more compact form. lil,h)(i2,j21 ifil # i2
Proof:
We nom compute the term in the brackets. If iI = is, it becomes: Before we state our main theorem, here are some notations: For a family of gates B we denote by Uo the set of unitary gates corresponding to gates from 8, according to lemma 4. We denote by UA the set of daggered unitary gates corresponding to gates from 9. C is a special unitary gate on two qubits, the controlled not gate. It satisfies Cl00 >= 100 >,CllO >= 111 >, and thus serves as a copying gate.
Theorem 2: FQPQp = FQP: Let 6 be a set of gates, S a set of probabilistic functions from m to r bits, computable by quantum circuits using no more than h gates from 9. Let Q be a quantum circuit, which uses n gates from 9, and-1 subroutines from S, there exists a quantum circuif Q which uses no more then n + Z(O(k) + O(T) + O(m)) gates from UgUZ-4~ UC and computes fQ.
Proof: We now show t,hat a subroutine s E S, for s : {O,I)" t--f R{'I'}~, can be replaced by O(k) + O(r) + O(m) gate3 from UG U 24; U C. The idea is t.o apply QS, read the result by copying it to extra r qubits, and undo the subroutine. Up till now, bhis is just, following the line of the proof for deterministic subrout.ines [2] . However, this is not enough when dealing 1vit.h probabilistic functions. The reason, intuitively, is t.hat in probabilistic subrout.ines there is more than one possible output for one input, so the state of t,he bits that are used to copy the out(put, is not in tensor product with that. of the input and output bits, even if t.he input was classical. Hence, undoing the subroutine does not take the input bits back to their original input stat,e. The reader is urged to try and see for herself why more effort is needed. We proceed by the following operaCons: We add m + 1 blank qubit,s t,o t.he circuit. The last bit will be a garbage control1 bib. First, we check if t.here is garbage left, i.e. if the &ring written on the qubit's other than the main qubits is different from zero, and if so, we change the garbage confrol bit t,o 11). Then, conditioned that the garbage cont.rol bit is one, ive copy the input m bit string of the subrout.ine to m ancilla bit's. If there is no garbage, we leave t.he ancilla bits to be blank. Then we trace out, or discard, the garbage and the m+ 1 ancilla bits. This procedure results 1vit.h the same operation as the subroutine gate, gs, and we have used O(h) + O(T) + O(m) gates.
Leb us agree on some notation before continuing: Let t.he subroutine s be computed by the circuit Q3, which uses only unitary gat,es from UG, using theorem 4. Thus t.he operation of QJ is unitary, and is described by the unitary matrix lJ, = U. So the final density matris of Qs is a density matris of a pure state, which can be written as Vii, 0 > for an input i, and T blank qubits. We can write:
Uji,x) = Ii) @ Uilx) Let US t,rack the procedure step by step. We mill do t,hat by seeing what happens to a matrix of the form l&)(&I. From linearit.y, bhis will be enough. uli90) = C Ii> 0 lj,+ij) j When j is copied, the above expression becomes C Ii, j) 0 lj, $ij) j
The first two registers will be referred to as the q&its, and t.he last two registers will be discarded later. Then U-l = Ut is applied which yields I&> = C Ii, j) 0 U/lj, $ij) i
Let US represent IC) as Iqi) + Ivi), where IV) = C (OlUitlj, Qij) 14 j) 0 10 > j corresponds to the possibility of having no garbage, and 1~) = I&) -Iqi) is orthogonal to Illi). Note that
Ii, j) 0 IO > We now add the step of computing the state of the control garbage qubit, and conditioned on that coping the input. The overall procedure can be represented w follo1vs
Ii) -155, no, 0) + 14, yes, i) where no and yes are states of the controlled garbage bit. As long as the garbage and the ancilla bits are discarded, i.e. the reduced density matrix on the original set of qubit.s (denote it by (-2) is taken, me have: For il # ip, we have:
For il = i2, Ive have to go few steps back in our calculations. Recall that the vectors lqi) and IVi) were defined in such a way that (1~;) (vi I) 1~ = 0 (because 1171) corresponds to no garbage whereas 1~) corresponda to non-null garbage). Hence = C(j',IlijllUiU~lj,~ij)li, j)(i, j'l = P,j' = Cfijli,j) (i,jl. i Thus me have the desired transformation. I
4,3 Simple Lower Bounds on Probabilistic Functions
We prove. a lower bound on probabilistic functions. The proof relies on causality, which can be stated as follows, Consider a quantum circuit Q, and t!vo qubits a and 6. The two bits are correlated only if there is a gate from which there is a path to them both. This mill imply a lolver bound on probabilistic functions where one qubit is correlated to many others. lomma 6 Causality lemma: Let Q be a quantum circui2, with gates gt , ,,,gl. Let p be a density matrix of a 6aaio state, If Q o plu,b is not a tensor product, there exist i such that there are two (directed) paths in the circuit: gi I+ QJ and gl I-+ bf .
Proof: Let us assume that there is no i such that there are two (directed) paths in the circuit: gi -ai and go I---+ by. Let us now find a topological sort of all gutcs from which there is a directed path to af (and therefore not to bf), and let us call this set of gates Go, Let us sort the set Gb similarly, and the rest of the gates G, also. We claim that the sort G,&,Ga is a topological sort of the circuit. To show this, lve need only sholv that if there is a path from gi to gj in the circuit, then gj appears to the left of gi. The only thing '(me have to check is that there is no path from gate ge in G, to any gate in G, (Gb). But if there was such a path, then gc mould have belonged to G, (Gb). Now,(Gc o Gb o G, o p)la,b = (Gb o G, o p)la,b due to the follolving lemma: lomma 7 Let g be a gate operating on qubits not in the act B. pi0 = (g o p)j~.
proof: Let B be described by first indices, and g operates on the space described by second indices. P = &Ptk& w, 4, PIB = X(X Pwwl4(~l , 1, i,j k
To apply the gate g, ive use the equivalent unitary gate U, according to lemma4.
!7 0 p = c Pik,jrlqJI @ vgIwl~,t = V,jJ x Plr:,jll~)(~l@ I~')(~'lu,l~)(~lv,l~')(~'l.
ljPlVl ' , I', ,' 1 Computing the reduced density matrix we get:
The set of qubits A, B which G, and Gb operate upon are disjoint, according to our assumption. Let A', B', be sets of qubits such that their union is all the qubits, and A' _> A, B' 1 B. We can mrite:
Which shows that the final reduced density matrix is a tensor product. I Let us define the correlation graph for a state: definition 6 Correlation graph: Given a state p of n qubits, we define the correlation graph G,(V, E) of the state as follows. The set of nodes V will consist of n nodes, corresponding to the n qubits. An edge (a, b) E E ifl the reduced density matrix &,b is not a tensor product.
We now claim that the depth of the circuit with final density matrix p is larger than the logarithm of the maximal degree in the correlation graph G,.
lemma 8 Proof: By causality, if there is an edge in the COP relation graph between qubits a, b then in the circuit there is a node gi such that there are tlvo (directed) paths in the circuit: giof and gi w br. For a circuit of depth D, and a given qubit Q, the maximal number of qubits nrhich are connected to ca in such a way are k20. So c 5 k2D, and hence D(Q) 2 $ogk(c).P The correlation graph can be defined for probabilistic functions as well. If the output is probabilistic string of P bits, it will be a graph of P nodes. Edges will connect pairmise correlated bits. lemma 9 Correlation bound: Let Q be a quantum circuit computing f, a probabilistic function. Let c be the maximal degree of the correlation graph off. Then
As a trivial example, consider the probabilistic function that outputs (for any input) with probability f the string 0' and with probability 3 the string lp. The lemmashoivs that a circuit that computes this function must be of depth larger than log(r).
Precision and Errors
In the theory of quantum computation (as in the real life) operators, quantum states, etc. are defined with some precision. Thus, we need to define certain metrics on t.he corresponding spaces. We will find a natural metric (more specifically, a norm) for each class of objects we deal 1vit.h: pure and mised states, unitary and arbibrary gabes. After proving some basic properties of these norms, we will show, in a very general form, 'chat error accumulation in quantum computation is at most addit,ive (see Theorem 4 below).
The Natural Distance Between Probabilistic Functions
We need a measure for t,he accuracy of the function computed. The natural norm to use is the er-norm, called t.he tot,al variation distance (t.v.d.) between probabilit*y distributions. We use t.v.d. to define a met'ric on probabilisbic functions. definition '7 Let f,g be probabilistic functions. For input i, fi,gi are probability distributions.
The total variation distance between fi,gi is Ifi-gij dAf cj Ifi,jgi,jl ana llf -Sll = maG1.G -L7rl. (2) and t,he dual norm called the trace norm,
The norms There are many good reasons to use the trace norm as t,he norm on density matrices (though the operat,or norm will be very useful in proofs.) First, two pure states IO, Iv) h h m ic are close in the Euclidian norm are close also in the trace norm:
/KM -ld(sl11, = wi=-mm 5 2lllF) -IfI)/
The important feature of the trace metric is that it cap tures the measurable distance between different deneity matrices. It turns out, that the trace distance between two density matrices equals the following quantity. For each observable 0, a density mat,ris p induces a probability distribution, p:, over i's, The trace distance between two density matrices is the masimal t.v.d between the two probability distributions, taken over all possible observables. This definition seems very complicated. However it is worthwhile using this norm because it satisfies very nice properties, and provides powerful tools for proofs regarding quantum errors. Here are some properties which are satisfied by the diamond norm. The first property is that the diamond norm is the stabilized version of the "naive" norm II -111. The proof of this is complicated and non-trivial. It< implies also that II e 11,) is a norm. 5 Iv% IPIll = IlXlll where P : lir)(izJ I-+ &i,izlir)(isl is a physically realizable superoperator. I Due to lemmas 13 and 11, an E error generated somewhere in the circuit, can not contribute more t,han e error to the computed funcbion. This proves the following bhcorem:
Theorem 4 Let Q be a quantum circuit which uses L probabilistic subroutines and gates, each with at most e error.
The function that Q computes has at most 0(&c) error.
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